Specialist Talent Agency
Service Brochure

Our
Expertise.
We are a premier talent agency
trusted by some of the largest
and most respected companies
in the world.
Our success comes from our
teams focusing on their specific
disciplines, constantly learning
and evolving their knowledge in
an ever-changing business
landscape.
It means they can take an
informed and consultative
approach to deliver the highest
standard of service, whatever
your needs are.

Our Markets.
Include but are not limited to…

Technology
Chief Technology Officers
Solution & Cloud Architects
Front-end Engineers
Back-end Engineers
Full-stack Engineers
DevOps & Cloud Engineers
Site Reliability Engineers

Data
Head of Data Services
Data Analysts
Data Engineers
Data Scientists
Data Architecture
Data Specialists

Design
Heads of Design
Design Operations
UX & UI Specialists
Product Designers
Researchers
UX Writers
UX Developers

Product
Chief Product Officers
Product Directors
Product Managers
Product Analysts
Agile Coachers
Scrum Masters

Our
Services.
Our team offer the usual models to find you the best
talent in the market, and they are very good at it.
However, our goal is to give you more and offer longlasting strategic partnerships with ongoing value for
your business.
Your requirements are unique to you, and solutions are
not one size fits all. Our exclusive, retained, and total
talent partnership models are tailored to align with your
business strategy and deliver the outcomes you want
to see.

Exclusive

Retained

Total talent
Partnership
(TTP)

What’s included.
Exclusive

Retained

TTP
Agreed delivery time.
Optimized cost and speed to hire.
Best-of-class headhunting campaign to attract the hard to find, ideal passive
candidates.
Expert promotion of your brand to the target market.
Targeted diversity ratios.
Upfront fee to dedicate teams and resources to your talent search.
Long-term recruitment strategy.
Market mapping, intelligence AND exclusive talent pipeline built.
Replacement guarantee should the candidate leave within 6 months.
Access to TDA’s technology stack to reduce cost and speed to hire (10 tools).
The full TDA product suite, packaged as a customizable outsourced solution.

Why TDA.
Whether you are looking to scale teams or find that missing part of the puzzle, you have our unwavering commitment as your goto talent partner of choice.
Your business-as-usual teams can focus on what they do best, safe in the knowledge our expert consultants are leading the fullrecruitment cycle seamlessly behind the scenes.

We guarantee…
Unrivalled headhunting to provide the appropriately skilled talent for your needs, every time.
A service tailored made for you, built on a foundation of proven methodologies with your outcome as our number one
priority.
An Increase in your speed to hire world class talent for your teams.
A future proof talent outcome that will benefit you far beyond our partnership.
Access to our full time community team and the specialist events and forums they host.
The highest standards and compliance processes in every area of our business.

Get in touch.

info@tdacreative.com

www.tdacreative.com

company/tda-creative/

